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Excess spontaneous-emission factor in unstable-resonator lasers
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The spontaneous-emission factor in an unstable-resonator semiconductor laser is enhanced by more than
2 orders of magnitude compared with that of a Fabry-Perot semiconductor laser having the same volume. A
clear linkage has been observed among the spontaneous-emission factor, the waveguiding property, and the
width of the lasing spectral envelope.

The unstable-resonator laser has been studied ex-
tensively since the early years of laser development.'
Its high-power performance owing to the large gain
volume and its good beam quality in the far field
owing to better discrimination against higher-order
transverse modes make the unstable resonator a
useful cavity structure for high-power solid-state
lasers. In semiconductor lasers, the magnifying ef-
fect of the unstable-resonator cavity has been
reported to be effective in counterbalancing the self-
focusing effect of lasing filaments and producing
nearly diffraction-limited beams.2 3 Issues related
to the laser cavity design and modal characteristics
also have been analyzed. 2' 3

The unstable resonator belongs to the class of
laser cavities that may possess an excess sponta-
neous-emission factor4 owing to the nonorthogonal
transverse modes.5' 7 The spontaneous-emission
factor, defined as the fraction of the spontaneous
emission coupled into the lasing mode, plays an im-
portant role in determining the spectral purity and
temporal coherence of the laser emission.8 In semi-
conductor lasers, it also contributes to a damping
factor of the relaxation oscillation and affects the
dynamic behavior of lasers.9 Generally speaking,
the spontaneous-emission factor is inversely propor-
tional to the volume of the gain medium.4 This fac-
tor is higher in semiconductor lasers owing to the
smaller size of the laser. In lasers with gain-
induced waveguiding or with an open cavity, addi-
tional enhancement of the spontaneous-emission
factor may occur.4 5 "01 This excess spontaneous-
emission factor in the gain-guided semiconductor
lasers is responsible for the multiple-longitudinal-
mode operation in the homogeneously broadened
system.8 Whereas the existence of an excess
spontaneous-emission factor in the unstable-
resonator lasers has been discussed in recent publi-

cations,6 7 thus far there has been no experimental
study on this subject.

In this Letter we present results of an experimen-
tal study of the spontaneous-emission factor
in unstable-resonator semiconductor lasers.
The spontaneous-emission factor in an unstable-
resonator laser having a convex mirror with 2.2-mm
radius of curvature is measured to be 2 X 10-3 as
compared with an expected value of i0-' in a Fabry-
Perot semiconductor laser with the same dimensions.
The large enhancement of the spontaneous-emission
factor is in agreement with the values estimated
from the laser cavity parameters. Lasers with an
excess spontaneous-emission factor also operate in
multilongitudinal modes above the threshold. A
linkage among the spontaneous-emission factor, the
cavity structure, and the longitudinal-mode spectra
has been observed. In addition, we have observed a
drastic reduction in the spontaneous-emission factor
by as much as 2 orders of magnitude owing to the
development of thermal waveguiding.

The unstable-resonator semiconductor lasers
used in this study consist of a laser structure with
monolithically stacked graded-index separate-
confinement heterostructure single-quantum-well
laser with three optically coupled waveguides.12
One cavity mirror is formed by natural cleavage,
and the other is a convex mirror fabricated by
chemically assisted ion-beam etching. The radius
of curvature is 2.2 mm, corresponding to a round-
trip magnification of 6.9. With the use of a stripe
width of 100 ,tm, the gain-induced waveguiding can
be neglected, and the curvature of the wave front of
the laser beam near the center of the stripe is deter-
mined solely by the curvature of the laser mirror.
The laser structure is illustrated schematically in
Fig. 1. By applying the geometrical-optics analysis
to the unstable resonator, the virtual source as
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Fig. 1. Geometry of the unstable-resonator semiconduc-
tor laser used in this study.
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Fig. 2. Measured (left) and calculated (right) far-field in-
tensity distribution of an unstable-resonator semiconduc-
tor laser, measured at 1.1 cm in front of the facet with no
imaging optics, when the laser is operated in (a) pulsed
and (b) cw conditions. Note that the laser is operated at
1.05Ith. The broad background is caused by the sponta-
neous emission.

viewed from the side of the planar mirror is 0.31 mm
behind the facet. This is in close agreement with
the observed astigmatism of 0.3 mm when the laser
is operated in the pulsed condition. The geometri-
cal parameters of the laser are illustrated in Fig. 1.

Under pulsed operation with 400-ns-long pulses,
the unstable-resonator laser operates in a large
number of longitudinal modes. The adjacent longi-
tudinal modes are separated by 0.35 nm. The lat-
eral far-field patterns, measured at a 1.1-cm distance
in front of the virtual source with no imaging optics,
typically exhibit two major lobes with many peaks
in between whose intensity envelopes have a depres-
sion at the center as shown in Fig. 2(a). A detailed
examination of the longitudinal-mode spectrum
shows no signature of fine structures, indicating
single-lateral-mode operation. In contrast, the
longitudinal-mode spectrum of a typical Fabry-
Perot laser with the same stripe width exhibits fine
structures owing to the multilateral mode operation.
The multiple peaks in the far-field pattern are be-
lieved to be caused by the aberration when the wave
front in the wings deviates considerably from the cy-
lindrical (Gaussian) shape owing to propagation in
the lossy region outside the stripe. In this case, the
wave front can be better approximated by a sech
function'3 "4 rather than a Gaussian function. The

cw far-field pattern, as shown in Fig. 2(b), is single
lobed with much smaller beam divergence. We at-
tribute the changes in the beam characteristics to
the thermal waveguiding effect under the cw opera-
tion."4 "5 The pulsed-to-cw transition time constant
is much longer than 20 /ts, the upper limit of our
pulse generator.

To determine the spontaneous-emission factor,
the power of one of the longitudinal modes near the
peak of the gain spectrum is measured as a function
of the injection current. A grating spectrometer is
used to select the modes. The slit width of the
spectrometer is adjusted so that the total emis-
sion within a 0.2-nm window is collected. The
spontaneous-emission factor is determined by com-
paring the experimental data with the theoretical
curves calculated based on the multimode rate equa-
tions for photon and carrier densities. Figure 3
shows the measured spontaneous-emission power of
the central mode as a function of normalized injec-
tion current for an unstable-resonator laser in the
pulsed and cw conditions. As a reference, the data
taken in a Fabry-Perot ridge-waveguide laser with a
5-,um stripe width and a 600-,um cavity length are
also plotted. By comparison with the theoretical
curves, the spontaneous-emission factor is 2 x 10-3

for the unstable-resonator laser in the pulsed condi-
tion and 1 x 10-5 in the cw condition. The value
for the 5-utm-wide ridge-guide laser is 8 x 10-5. To
the extent that the spontaneous-emission factor is
inversely proportional to the modal volume, the
value for a Fabry-Perot laser with 100-,um width
and 500-Itm length would be 4 x 10-6. The open
cavity of the unstable resonator results in an en-
hancement factor of 500.

The enhanced spontaneous-emission factor in the
unstable resonator cavity is due to the nonorthogo-
nality of the transverse modes in lasers with either
gain guiding4'5"0"' or, in the present case, an open
cavity. The spontaneous emission /3 can be ex-
pressed as6'7
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Fig. 3. Output power of the central mode near the peak
of the gain as a function of normalized injection current
for an unstable-resonator laser operated in the pulsed
(filled circles) and cw (open circles) conditions and for a
5-jtm-wido ridge-guide Fabry-Perot laser (triangles).
The solid curves are the results calculated based on the
rate equations.
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Fig. 4. Half-width of the laser spectral envelope as a
function of injection current for an unstable-resonator
laser in the pulsed (filled circles) and cw (open circles)
modes of operation.

/3 = 8OKLKT, /3o = A4 /4'iT2 VeffAAspn 3
,

where /3o is the spontaneous-emission factor for an
ideal closed-cavity laser without cavity loss and
transverse-mode nonorthogonality, KL is the en-
hancement factor caused by the nonorthogonality of
the longitudinal modes in the presence of cavity
losses, and KT is the enhancement factor that is due
to the nonorthogonality of the transverse mode, Veff
is the effective modal volume, AAsp is the spectral
width of the spontaneous emission, and n is the re-
fractive index. Using A = 830 nm, Veff = 100 ,um X
500 Atm X 0.4 Atm, AAs= 30 nm, and n = 3.6, we
calculate /o6 to be 0.7 X 10-6. The K factors are

KL = f7 [ln(l/l2)12 X = ' (2)-r ~~~~2f 0*(X)(k(X) dx

f = k2 (x)dx

where y is the cavity loss, M is the magnification
factor, r, and r2 are reflectivity of the mirrors, k is
the field distribution of the lasing mode at the plane
of symmetry, and the integration is carried out in
the lateral direction.

To estimate the KT factor, we approximate the
spatial profile 4 in the lateral direction at the facet
by a sech function of the form' 3 4

'P = Oo sechq(x/w), q = qR + iql,

where w is the stripe width and the parameters
qR = 1 and q, = vrnw 2/AR are determined by requir-
ing that the Taylor series expansion of the near field
near x = 0 gives rise to a cylindrical wave front
with a radius of curvature of R. Using ri2 = r22 =
0.3 and M = 6.9 for the unstable resonator, we ob-
tain q = 0.7 + 80i, KT = 175, KL = 4, and /3 =
5 x 10-' for the pulsed operation. For a Fabry-
Perot resonator with the same dimensions, M = 1,
KT = 1, KL = 1.8, and ,/ = 1 x 10-6. The enhance-
ment factor caused by the open cavity is 500. For
the cw operation, the far-field pattern can be ap-

proximated by q = 0.7 + 20i, which leads to KT = 15
and /3 = 1 X 10-' or a 50-fold reduction in the
spontaneous-emission factor.

The excess spontaneous emission also results in a
broader lasing spectral envelope with as many as 30
longitudinal modes within the FWHM envelope.
This effect is illustrated in Fig. 4. The onset of
thermal waveguiding reduces the spontaneous emis-
sion factor and results in nearly single-mode emis-
sion in the cw condition. The general feature of the
lasing spectrum width as a function of the injec-
tion current can be explained by a modeling, repre-
sented by the solid curves in Fig. 4, based on the
multimode rate equations. These phenomena are
reminiscent of those observed in gain-guided semi-
conductor lasers.8

In conclusion, we have characterized the sponta-
neous-emission factor in an unstable-resonator
semiconductor laser. The open-cavity configura-
tion results in an enhancement of 2 orders of magni-
tude in the spontaneous-emission factor. The
development of thermal waveguiding under cw op-
eration results in a significant reduction in the
spontaneous-emission factor. We have observed a
clear linkage between the spontaneous-emission fac-
tor and the width of the lasing spectral envelope.
With the large spontaneous-emission factor, the
unstable-resonator laser is expected to be dynami-
cally stable against relaxation oscillations and other
intensity instabilities. However, the development
of thermal waveguiding can significantly affect the
stability of the laser beam.
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